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Hello World!
I am pleased to announce that SingjuPost.com has just turned 5. Though, maybe still just a kid on the
block, we rejoice and celebrate in the fact that we have served close to 100 million valued visitors from
around the world over the past 5 years. And we will continue to do so in the years to come.
We strongly believe in the democratization of information on the Internet. It is our mission to provide
PREMIUM transcripts that are the most accurate, while at the same time, free of cost to anyone
anywhere online.
Quality & Accuracy
We focus on quality and accuracy more than anything else in our line of work, because we understand
accuracy is utmost important in transcripts. In fact, I have had bad experiences myself in reading
transcripts that turned out to be inaccurate and with a lot of errors and typos in the past. This is one of the
main reasons why I started SingjuPost.com 5 years ago in the first place.
Use of Technology
We also believe in working with technology. AI & machine learning is advancing at a breathtaking pace
and solely depending on these new technologies for transcription purposes doesn't yield the desired
results and at the same time, they are not perfect and unreadable. But we use these technologies as our
first line of work to produce the draft transcripts. And then our human editors proofread to produce the
quality and accurate transcripts that you come to read on the site.
Location
We are located in Imphal, Manipur, a small state in the north-eastern part of India. It is our honor and
privilege to reach out and serve you, wherever you are on the planet, from this seemingly little and
insignificant place.
Others
And we do understand that ads do annoy our site visitors, but currently these ads aren't able to cover the
webhost fee and other maintenance charges fully. That's why we depend on ads. But we limit ads to a
minimum. Please bear with us for this.
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Our task is big and we aspire to become the preferred destination of PREMIUM transcripts, (mainly
YouTube Educational Videos). But if we work together, we will be able to accomplish it.
We do hope that by visiting and reading the transcripts on the site, you do get inspired, motivated, and
educated and to take actions towards achieving your goals and dreams in life. We wish you all success in
all that you do. And whatever we do at SingjuPost.com is geared towards that goal in mind: your success
and well-being.
We value your continued support and patronage to SingjuPost.com. Since we do not have a strong and
sound financial footing, we ask for your support through generous giving and donations.
We will always cherish donations or givings out of heart and love for SingjuPost.com. You can donate
the amount of your choosing towards Paypal ID: pangamba777@yahoo.co.in
You are also welcome to write to us: your queries, your complaints, suggestions and your ideas that will
help us grow to greater heights, to the Email ID provided below.
We thank you and appreciate your valuable time on the site and we ask for your support to help us do
more and serve you better.
Kind Regards,
Pangambam S
Founder/Owner, The Singju Post
Email: pangamba777@gmail.com
Like our Page on Facebook: The Singju Post
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